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	Written to bridge the information needs of management and computational scientists, this book presents the first comprehensive treatment of Computational Red Teaming (CRT).  The author describes an analytics environment that blends human reasoning and computational modeling to design risk-aware and evidence-based smart decision making systems. He presents the Shadow CRT Machine, which shadows the operations of an actual system to think with decision makers, challenge threats, and design remedies. This is the first book to generalize red teaming (RT) outside the military and security domains and it offers coverage of RT principles, practical and ethical guidelines.


	The author utilizes Gilbert’s principles for introducing a science. Simplicity: where the book follows a special style to make it accessible to a wide range of  readers. Coherence:  where only necessary elements from experimentation, optimization, simulation, data mining, big data, cognitive information processing, and system thinking are blended together systematically to present CRT as the science of Risk Analytics and Challenge Analytics. Utility: where the author draws on a wide range of examples, ranging from job interviews to Cyber operations, before presenting three case studies from air traffic control technologies, human behavior, and complex socio-technical systems involving real-time mining and integration of human brain data in the decision making environment. 
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Programming RustO'Reilly, 2016

	
		This practical book introduces systems programmers to Rust, the new and cutting-edge language. You’ll learn how Rust offers the rare and valuable combination of statically verified memory safety and low-level control—imagine C++, but without dangling pointers, null pointer dereferences, leaks, or buffer overruns.
...
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Art and Form: From Roger Fry to Global Modernism (Refiguring Modernism)Cambridge University Press, 2019

	
		This important new study reevaluates British art writing and the rise of formalism in the visual arts from 1900 to 1939. Taking Roger Fry as his starting point, Sam Rose rethinks how ideas about form influenced modernist culture and the movement’s significance to art history today.

	
		In the context of modernism,...
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Control of Breathing in Health and Disease (Lung Biology in Health and Disease)CRC Press, 1999

	This useful reference provides comprehensive reviews of the physiological foundations of the control of breathing and offers new insights into the pathophysiology, diagnosis, and management of breathing disorders in respiratory, cardiac, neuromuscular, and metabolic-endocrine diseases.

	Control of Breathing in Health and Disease
...
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Protecting Your Wealth in Good Times and BadMcGraw-Hill, 2003
Time-Tested Techniques for Building and Protecting a Solid Financial Foundation

Markets go up. Markets go down. And somehow in that never-ending cycle, you have to invest and save wisely enough to keep your family safe from financial worry. Protect Your Wealth in Good Times or Bad outlines an easy to understand,...
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A+ Certification for DummiesFor Dummies, 2003
Here’s the fun and easy way to study for the exam—all the rewards in half the  time!

Here’s the exam 220-301 and 220-302 test-prep guide you’ve been waiting  for—an economical For Dummies book that actually makes studying fun.  Prepared by a CompTIA-certified expert and packed with proven tips and...
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Handbook of Human Factors in Web Design, Second Edition (Human Factors and Ergonomics)CRC Press, 2011

	Since the World Wide Web became widely available in the
	mid 1990s, Web-based applications have developed rapidly.
	The Web has come to be used by a range of people for many
	different purposes, including online banking, e-commerce,
	distance education, social networking, data sharing, collaborating
	on team projects, and...
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